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November 7, 2019 

Brief in the matter of Major School Changes ("MSC") 2019-2020 
regarding Lindsay Place 

Submitted by Gad Zak, Pointe-Claire 

This brief proposes and outlines the background, challenge, essence of the solution and steps to be 
taken in order to gradually restore Lindsay Place to its past high student count and educational 
specialties and do it concurrently with a dynamic cohabitation with the Board's West Island Adult 
Education and Career programs now residing in other locations.  Do so in the dynamic cohabitation 
whereby the ratio between the high school student count and the cohabited programs student 
count dynamically fluctuate to  reflect a  rapid growth in the high school student count and the 
corresponding, synchronized reduction in the cohabitated adult student count as a number of their 
programs gradually relocate to other institutions in the Board's Network so as to allow Lindsay 
Place's growth. Capping on two other high schools’ enrollment will play a role too. 
 
This will require a deep and thorough paradigm shift in the board's approach, analysis and 
considerations.  

A. Relevant background review: two core aspects 

Lindsay Place High School ("LP") is a storied High School commemorating in its name a civic activist, 
the late Hon. Judge Lindsay Place, a name etched in generations of its graduates’ alumni and the 
community at large. 

This brief proposes changes to the school's role and place in the LBPSB network in clear alternative 
to and beyond the three, straight jacket options proposed by the school board's current MSC. 

This brief makes reference to two aspects in LP history that are of relevance to the proposals 
outlined below: one aspect being a critical aspect and one-- a positive one, the constructive 
marriage of both leading to an outcome that sees the school maintaining its name, location, growing 
in student number attending it and in importance within the Board's network as well as assisting 
with the adult programs in the LBPSB network. 

In positive reference to the past, other than the numerous other contributions of LP to the superb 
education of generations of West Islanders, of great notoriety is the outstanding achievements of 
Mr. George Doxas who taught music at LP for ten years, ending in 2008. 

Mr. Doxas had put together an outstanding music program the crown-jewel of which being its String 
Program, seconded only by its Music Art Etude program. The String Program  included a "String 
Room" complete with dozens of string instruments, from violins and violas, through cellos to upright 
basses acquired by the school, adorning the entire String Room wall surfaces and used by the 
students on a loan basis, enabling kids of families of all household income levels fulfill their passion 
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for an otherwise prohibitively costly and hence unattainable experience. The program quickly 
became a "Mecca" to string players from near and often far, buzzing with dedicated string 
instrumentalists and its graduates tending to join Vanier Music program, and some outstanding 
Canadian musicians originated with it. 

This program is unique, without parallel or competition, with its dozens of costly instruments, a well 
trained dedicated and experienced staff. Its subject matter--strings instrument-- is of vast appeal to 
potential students far and near on the island, off the island, as well as overseas. The program's 
decline in terms of interest and enrollment in its current form is not for lack of string musicians and 
enthusiasts of the proper age, passion and talent in the West Island and across the island and 
abroad, but rather, to a large extent, for  the overall enrollment decline and the publicized threats 
to the school and, initially, change of department head.  There is no doubt that absence of proper 
promotion of the program was an additional factor. 

Which leads to the critical side of this brief's background review, namely, the decline in enrollment 
in LP, including, as a corollary, the decline in students seeking its music program and the role played 
by the School Board in it, for which the board must assume a serious measure of responsibility.   

The downward spiral in students enrollment was a self fulfilling prophecy, a self afflicted wound, 
feeding on itself as the board kept sounding the alarm on those declining numbers, insinuating a 
necessary change involving the school's very status and possible closure etc., Alas , the alarm 
sounded but the board failed to complement it with a loud, unequivocal clear commitment to keep 
it open and boost its specialty programs. Transparency alone without any constructive support to 
the school in the media was a clear failure of the board. 

It literally took courage for parents to enroll their kids at LP against warnings by friends and 
acquaintances, members of the community (the author's own family experience included). 

At the same time, to be fair, other schools in the zone proceeded to offer attractive programs such 
as the IB program at St.-Thomas. In choosing between a school that is likely to close and a school 
running a high-profile program, the choice became a no-brainer, especially in the absence of the 
dynamic involvement of Mr. Doxas with the music department. 

The school board must recognize that it played an undeniable role in the decline of The Place. 

Yet I believe that this background contains the seeds to the great promise that I see in LP's future, 
as paradoxical as it might sound to some. 

B. The required Paradigm Shift and the future of Lindsay Place under a 
new paradigm 

The material availed to the public in the context of the present MSC contains much that is irrelevant 
and is based on a misguided underlying paradigm that permeates all its analysis.  

Thus, and in passing, it might be mentioned that while the MSC paper appears well thought out and 
soundly established, if not scientific, yet large part of it is not far from being totally futile. Thus, the 
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preliminary survey pointed out to, and the focus groups expressed preferences that were never 
incorporated into the options drawn out in the MSC. 

 

More importantly the MSC report's underlying paradigm must be identified, shaken and replaced 
by revolutionary alternative. A paradigm shift is called for. 

The need to turn the report's underlying paradigm on its head which, it appears, underpins also the 
Board's perceptions, brings to mind the term "Copernican Revolution".  A needed dramatic shift in 
thinking from the fetters of the present thinking. Just like our Board, the Vatican too assembled 
futile astronomers "Focus groups" that made vain attempts to square off the contradictory 
observation data, to square the circle, until Copernicus exclaimed, to paraphrase, "It's the other way 
around stupid!".  The earth orbits the sun. 

In our case it's time to call out the failure of the current paradigm and reverse it as did Copernicus 

to the prevailing astronomical paradigm of his time:  

Lindsay Place is not a Problem.  
 
It's the other way around:  
 
Lindsay Place is an Asset --an undervalued and underrated one, with ignored potential 
and inherent value.  

LP is not a sad redundancy of long overdue closure etc. but rather a stellar educational institution 
that can easily be kept open and play a significant, vibrant, positive and growing role on its own 
within the Board's educational network. Its merits currently not fully exploited. 

Surprise? Earth orbits the sun? A functioning Lindsay Place as a viable option?  -YES! 

C. Reversing Lindsay Place's enrollment trend 

The solution to LP's sorry state of affairs as of recent draws from the two aspects of the background 
of the current situation discussed above, learning from past experience in a constructive manner:  

A crucial aspect of the results of the MSC must be reversing the closure rumour mill and reality of 
dwindling student count in issuing a clear and definitive statement to the opposite and capitalizing on 
the seed of excellence in strings, music and the arts. 

Reversal of the decline that was forced on LP's due to the allowed and not countered closure 
rumour mill  

1. The reversal of trend will see the release in January or February 2020, upon the conclusion 
of the MSC process, a strongly worded,  assertive, definite and unambiguous statement, a 
commitment that as a part of the MSC  LP is and will be  kept open indefinitely, its future 
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secure,  to which the board is committed, its student body boosted substantially and its 
focus updated (on that see below); This message should be the loudest and clearest, and as 
equivocal as possible, released through all possible and accessible media outlets; 

2. Enrollment to John Rennie and St.-Thomas to be capped, each, at, roughly 900 students 
through cap on new admissions with some enrollment priority given to some grandfathered 
cases and/or those having a sibling already in the school etc. (unless those exceptions 
detract from the process). The School Board Enrollment Criteria clearly allow such capping 
by the board with vast overriding powers over all criteria if necessary (see 
the Enrollment Criteria).  The students that are kept out by the capping shall be referred to 
LP; 

3. The school board will engage in, and/or allocate budget and/or means to LP to promote the 
new focus and fields of expertise and excellence of the school. The Newly Invigorated 
Lindsay Place. 

4. LP's programs, in part, will be redefined and relabeled, current focus deepened, school 
designated as Science and Art School, a science program added, all generating extra 
enrollment as well See below).  

Currently the combined student population of John Rennie, Lindsay Place and St. Thomas, some 3000 in 
total, representing, roughly, some 73% of the three schools' buildings capacity.  

Rather than the present distribution of students among the three West Island board's high schools, 
creating the impression that one is a "problem", a "burden" that should be, practically eliminated 

from the system, Ideally, each should function at some 70%+of their capacity, or, roughly, 
some +/- 900+ students each. This is at the core of the” Copernican Revolution" and paradigm 
shift called for. 

Placing the capping on John Rennie & St. Thomas that now "burst at the seams" will offer a relief to 
those schools and feed several dozen new students per year to Lindsay Place by virtue of this 
capping alone. 

This process of capping John Rennie's and St.-Thomas' enrollment and of the specialization build up 
of Lindsay Place cannot feed large body of new students to LP overnight. Approximate equalization 
of student count among the three high schools in question could take as long as 3-5 years. 

However, the proposed strong public announcement, the commitment to keep LP open and its 
unique programs might by its mere loud pronouncement reverse parents' fears and feed a couple 
of dozen of new students who have not had considered the school prior to the announcement; I 
believe that with proper event staging, from master-classes in the auditorium to actual program 
endorsements by musicians of fame (the author is capable and willing to engage in the same-)  and 
proper attention to marketing, the "new"-old LP can see its student body count growing faster than 
expected. A Foreign Student contingency (see below) may also add several dozen students to the 
school especially to a strong Science & Strings program. 

D. Redefining Lindsay Place as a Science and Art Center 

Redefining the school focus as a "Science & Art Center" 

http://www.lbpsb.qc.ca/content/consultations/POLICY_Enrollment_Criteria_2015_16_EN.pdf
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The rationale:     Institutions such as John Abbott College and Vanier College offer, respectively, Arts 
and Science and Science and Music programs. So does McGill University which offers a Bachelor of 
Arts and Science (B.A.& Sc.) degree, described as” a unique degree that is jointly offered by the 
Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Science". Those are popular programs in response to tacit public 
demand, as many passionate musicians and artists are aware that a science degree is a wise option 
that keeps many doors open for future careers, all while they still wish to fulfill also their passion, 
devotion and dedication to music or to the arts that occupy in many cases a central role in their 
lives, aspirations, satisfaction and happiness. Similarly, there is a growing interest in environmental 
sciences due to issues such as pollution, global warming etc. Accordingly, Vanier College and 
Dawson college for instance, offer programs dedicated to Environmental studies and science.  LP 
should offer the same exciting avenues to its high school students. 

We propose to turn LP into a Science and Art Center (not even "Art and Science", rather; 

"Science" first, before "Art") with three programs: 

 i. Intensive Science (roughly LP's present Quantum program yet with clearer indication by the very 
name of the program's core and indicating a new leaf in the school's growth),  

ii. Science & Strings (unique on the island!)  

 and, a softer, lighter and easier science option: 

iii. Environmental Science, Art & Core. Students will be able to choose an Art Option between 
Orchestral Music (and/or Band), Drama, Plastic Arts or Core;  

I am sure that current LP special needs students will find their voice in one of those disciplines. No 
doubt. 
 
Academically, Science & Strings will allow string players to continue intense string lessons up to Sec 
5; "Environmental Science" is not included in the Ministere's curriculum, but the dedicated stuff of 
LP could choose and add environmentally pertinent material to the Geography, History and certainly 
Science courses, using external sources, print them, refer to on line sources or assign special projects 
dealing with the environment for independent studies etc. This option does not include 
science math option, advanced physics or chemistry and can include outings and collaborate with 
Vanier's Environmental studies program, visits to Vanier's Field Station, etc. 
 
The  Science & Strings program  could and should be restored to the String Program's old glory 
through active promotion, emphasis on it in the school's Open Houses following a continuous 
marketing campaign in the media, the school board's and school's web sites, the mentioned public 
events such as Master Classes conducted by leading musicians, receiving public endorsements from 
world class musicians (the proposal's author undertake, if needed, to volunteer to solicit such events 
and endorsement from such musicians). Signing "Twin School" pacts with school such as Crowden 
School of Music, (have shown interest in such collaboration in the past, never pursued) etc.  The 
school sports a great Auditorium which serves as a great venue for concerts and shows, perfect for 
such events. The building is the ideal fit. 
 

https://www.crowden.org/
https://www.crowden.org/
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A strong Science & String program will inevitably benefit the music section in Environmental Science 
and Arts as a trickle-down effect and enable even necessitate the Music Art Etude program restoring 
its past glory and prestige. 
 
An important related element is the fact that both string-playing and science have an outstanding 
appeal and following in eastern Asia. If properly promoted there it would no doubt lead to dozens of 
International Students flocking to it (affected through the LBPSB International Students programs), 
and, if indeed coming as International Students, it could provide the LBPSB with a sizable source of 
income that is hard to ignore. 
 
The school board is authorized by the education act to create Magnet Schools and Special Projects. 
The request must originate with the school, and this brief is authored with the understanding that 
if its framework is favoured and accepted by the LBPSB it will be conditional on the very school's 
endorsement For that matter this brief's proposal will be presented by the LBPSB to Lindsay Place's 
Governing Board and Administration for their endorsement, and then moved to implementation 
(see the  Implementation section below). 

I emphasize "Strings" as the program has practically no competition, the schools have the 
instruments, experience, teachers and a matching auditorium. There is no reason why students shall 
not flock to it from across and off, of the island (!) as in the program's past hey days. Especially 
when coupled with Science-- the "all door opener". Moreover, string instruments are played 
most seriously by many youth, with no less fervor than in the past. The strength of this department in 

the past suggests how strong the potential is. I have been involved as a member and board member 
with the West Island Youth and Symphony orchestras for years. I can attest to the keen interest 
there and in the Chinese and Korean emigres here in those instruments and the sciences. Curiously 
NONE of the parents has heard about LP's String program. It is the school board best kept secret 
and, therefore failure at the same time. 

The school and School Board should entertain the idea of engaging Mr. Doxas as a consultant in the 
matter of restoring the music department's past prominent, successful role. 

E. Dynamic, diminishing cohabitation with Place Cartier and 
certain Sources Adult and Career Center (SACC) programs. 

The Board is under potential and actual pressure if not implicit threat to offer premises, entire 
buildings, that is, to the burgeoning student body of the Marguerite-Bourgeoys school board. LP 
with its splendid facilities and low occupancy could be a prime takeover target of the Ministere, 
even though they appear to have expressed interest in Place Cartier in Beaconsfield and its 
Allandroft campus. 

We propose a temporary and dynamic implementation of LP’s Option 1 in the MSC, namely, 
Lindsay Place temporarily cohabitates with Place Cartier (& Allancroft Campus programs) in the LP 
building hosting some or all of Place Cartier's programs, as may be the case from time to time, under 
and subject to the considerations and steps as set below.  The first cohabitation will see some 800 
or so at the START (only) of the cohabitation. This will create a full occupancy of LP school facilities 
that cannot be expropriated by the Ministere, that, in turn, could be offered the vacated career 
campuses. Some of the programs may need be hosted at St.-Thomas and/or John Rennie and/or 
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Beaconsfield High, as enrollment figures in the three institutions dynamically evolves and the 
proposed capping takes place, and as dictated by their capacity.  

1. Certain career programs, namely "Interior Decorating and Visual Display" and "Residential 
and Commercial Drafting" offered by the Sources Adult and Career Centre (SACC) may fit 
into LP's new designation as a Science and Art Center and could become permanently hosted 
at LP; They may even assist in building sets for the Drama program's musical production etc. 

2. Most career courses last two years or less and are attended by mature students. This offers 
an advantage and an opportunity in the following senses: there is no fast attachment by 
such program’s students to the location in which they take place in terms of duration and 
emotional attachment to the institution, unlike the case where one spends one's formative, 
adolescent years, over 5 years, in a high school. The short duration of career courses and 
their participants’ older age quite likely won't have them undergo same emotional upheaval 
due to the moving of their program from one school to another, which would be the price 
exacted from redistributed high school students where schools to merge etc.  In this dynamic 
mode programs will be moved to other schools on an 'as needed' basis; In fact, some if not 
most of the adult students will not even experience it at all, as their program may be start 
and end in the same school building due to its short duration and prior to its moving. 

3. Cohabitation should be arranged in a manner that creates segregation, physical and social 
separation between the high school community and the career community, necessitated by 
the vast maturity level gap both psychological and physical; For that matter the adult 
students should use a separate entrance door; a vending machine lounge will be used rather 
than access to the high school's cafeteria etc. 

4. At the core of this proposal is the dynamic occupation model based on 1. and 2. above: as 
the newly focused LP student body count grows, certain Career programs would move to St. 
Thomas, John Rennie, and/or Beaconsfield High or another school with available space, 
ending, potentially with each of the three (or more? -) West Island schools hosting some 
adult education and career programs alongside some ~900 high school students. If no 
separate, physical entrance door is available in a particular school hosting the adult 
programs, one should be constructed in the school in question and the cost will be justified 
by the unloading of the maintenance, repair and utility costs at the buildings in Beaconsfield, 
saving the rental paid out for SACC's use of space in the old Riverdale building, and the 
avoided costs that the other MSC options not embarked upon that have, each, its own 
costs,  let alone the emotional upheaval cost to the students and their families. At some 
future point, once the specter of a forced takeover of LP's building by the Ministere is 
avoided, the Board or its replacement by the Ministere may opt for a new, 
centralized location for all the career and adult education programs; 

5. Some of the adult courses are to my understanding, at any rate evening ones hence the 
interaction will be minimized by this factor, yet the adult and career programs may also be 
encouraged to schedule more courses for after high school activity hours; 

6. Deed of Establishment of Place Cartier revoked. Place Cartier deed of 
establishment transferred, distributed over three addresses --Broadview address, 
Ambassador, and St. Jean Blvd. addresses (and/or other school(s)), allowing a floating, 
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dynamic placement of programs in either of the three schools. This will take place after an 
initial move of the bulk of the programs to the Broadview address, yet gradually vacating 
space there to a growing and burgeoning, new LP community. The dynamic move of the 
adult & career program to other schools will be synchronized with the corresponding growth 
in LP's student count, reflecting the growth and growing need for extra accommodating 
space at LP balanced by more programs moving to other schools thus availing this needed 
space in the LP building. The adult education and career programs will thus be of a "Multi-
Campus " nature. 

At the same time, after all, there is also much beauty in having three community high schools 
providing the community, each, the needed adult education and career courses & programs, in a 
safe, segregated section of the building. 

F. The Proposal's Advantages 

The proposal presented in this brief offers several undeniable advantages over the other MSC 
proposals, for the community and most importantly for our students: 

• No redistribution of current high school students, hence, as desired, least disruption to 
students, staff and community and the redistribution trauma avoided; 

• Cost effective to the LBPSB with two less properties to support and a potential for extra 
revenue from International Students;  

• No overwhelming, intricate and traumatic move of a school "lock stock and barrel" and 
associated physical, administrative or human challenges; 

• The superior facilities of Lindsay Place maintained in the school board, the auditorium used 
for the purposes intended; 

• Dynamic redistribution of adult education and career programs in a manner that affects 
their students less than ours due to the former rather transient nature, short staying due to 
shorter program duration and the more mature nature of the students; 

• Lindsay Place’s Deed not revoked its historical leaning towards music, strings, the arts, and 
its very location and name for which the school has been known, remain intact and, in fact, 
are bolstered;  

• The community is left with three full size high schools with healthy student feed and 
different, vibrant specialties, matching the community's needs and expectations; 

• Focusing on the combination of Arts & Science and Environmental science matching the 
trends in post secondary institutions, CEGEPS and Universities alike, offering students the 
opportunity to practice their artistic passion alongside a realistic opening of doors to all 
academic career paths, and environmental studies that are now in high demand and need; 

• Offering stability to staff, admin and teaching alike; 

• Celebrating the unmatched uniqueness demonstrated in the Strings component, not found 
anywhere else; 

• Cash-flow income to the board with the boosting of the International Students contingency 
an important; 

• Avoiding strife between the St.-Thomas Community and the Lindsay Place community, given 
that the St- Thomas community is strongly opposed to any move to Lindsay Place and 
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that the Lindsay Place community is as much attached to its building, name, history and 
heritage; The communities are no longer pitted against each other; 

• Having the last major move by the soon to be abolished school board one of a secured 
enough specialized, unmatched diversity of educational options in the community, best 
facilities kept all true to the` board goal of least disruption and maximum use of best facilities 
for years to come and having the board leaving a legacy of growth rather than shrinkage; 

• Last but not least, Lindsay Place’s name will remain intact and the commemorative part of it 
perpetuated as appropriate decent and wanted by the community and the Judge's heir; 

In summary, this brief calls for LP to remain in its location, under the same name, with a 

gradually boosted student body count reaching some ~900 over several years, said students 
attending the school's newly defined focus as Science & Art Center and distributed over new 
and/or improved Science and Art programs, including a new and first for a high schools in the 
West Island, namely Environmental Science program. The school will cohabitate with several Adult 
Education and Career programs on a dynamic basis that will see the balance between the High 
School student count and Adult/Career student  count shifting dynamically in favor of the former, 
as career and Adult Education programs gradually migrate to other schools in correlation with the 
growing high school student count in Lindsay Place and the declining student count in  John 
Rennie and St. Thomas due to enrollment capping. 
 

As clearly demonstrated, Lindsay Place will survive, thrive, keep true to its heritage as 

an important and proud institution, a center of arts, strings and innovative programs, one that 
continues to honor Judge Lindsay Place and avoid a takeover by the Ministere, without shocks to 
the high school student population due to traumatic transfer to new schools. 

 




